FADE IN:

INT. MR. LINCHIN - MORNING

JOSH BAY
(SAY IN TIRED VOICE)
Michael its three months before we graduate from this school. I have some bad news to tell you.

MICHAEL WOLF
(sad)
What is it. Wait, Hold on. Tell me with our friends all around us at lunch.

JOSH BAY
(sad)
I cant. I am telling it at an assembly today. You may be mad.

[all students move to classroom door.]

CLASSROOM

MR. LINCHIN
(Strict)
Okay, Lets Go. Good Morning Class. Today Josh Bay has something that will infect you all deeply. Josh would you tell us what it is?

JOSH BAY
(sad)
Um.... Okay so how many of you remember seeing me signing up for the Airforce. Well I got a call Last night and they need me. So I wont be here for Graduation.

MICHAEL WOLF
(sad)
NO. You cant leave. What am I suppose to do when your gone.

JOSH BAY
(sad)
I HAVE TO. ITS MY DUTY.

2.

MR. LINCHIN
Well that is some news, Josh. When
are you leaving?

JOSH BAY
Not until next Monday.

MICHAEL WOLF
I can't believe this. I won't have any one to do pranks with now.

JOSH BAY
I will be back every two weeks.

TAYLOR TITCH
Good luck, Josh.

MR. LINCHIN
Class turn your health books to page 82. Michael can you read this paragraph and tell us what it means to you.

MICHAEL WOLF
p. 82 The government contains 3 branches: the President, Supreme Court, and Congress contains House and Senate.

MR. LINCHIN
I meant pg. 82 in your health book.

MICHAEL WOLF
Oh, my bad.

MR. LINCHIN
(Ticked off)
Michael, are you going to read it or not.

MICHAEL WOLF
Maybe

MR. LINCHIN
Michael if you don't read this, you could endanger your school career by getting a detention. Is that what you want.

MICHAEL WOLF
Come on Mr. Linchin, are you giving me a detention.

3.

MR. LINCHIN
Yes I am. It is only to teach you a lesson about respecting your teachers and about health.

MICHAEL WOLF
Okay, I really don't care
SAMANTHA WOLF
So what happened in class today.

MICHAEL WOLF
Mr. Linchin gave me a detention.

SAMANTHA WOLF
For what

MICHAEL WOLF
Not reading a correct paragraph in the health book instead of the history book.

SAMANTHA WOLF
Really. I had him 3rd period and he was fine.

JOSH BAY
Hey can I talk to you guys in privet.

ENTER INTO HALLWAY.

MICHAEL WOLF
Whats up Josh.

JOSH BAY
I have some good news to tell you.

MICHAEL WOLF
What do you you mean.

JOSH BAY
Well you know how I was suppose to not be here for Graduation. Well I will be now.

MICHAEL WOLF
Thats Great news Josh.

TAYLOR TITCH
Good Job Josh. You Earned it.

JON DORMAN
Hope you keep your self safe before your two months are up.

JOSH BAY
Thanks every One. (imitate phone ringing) Hello..... OH.......I'll be right there.

MICHAEL WOLF
Whats wrong Josh

JOSH BAY
My house caught fire and my parents told me that we lost
everything.

MICHAEL WOLF
We are so Sorry Josh.

JOSH BAY
Ha Ha . You felt for it again.
Happy April Fools Day.

MICHAEL WOLF
DON'T DO THAT TO US AGAIN.

CLASSROOM

MR. LINCHIN
Think of something you have that other people don't. Be prepared to tell the class about it. Michael Can I talk with you, now.

MICHAEL WOLF
WHAT DO YOU WANT you dumb path maniac .

MR. LINCHIN
Don't start with me. SIT DOWN NOW.

MICHAEL WOLF
Why. Because I miss Josh since He left on Monday.

MR. LINCHIN
That's sad indeed, But no excuse to not to do your work. Remember what Josh said that he'll check up on you to.

Josh Enter from left

5.

JOSH BAY
Do all your work. Hey Michael Turn Around.

MICHAEL WOLF
JOSH you came back.

JOSH BAY
Mr Linchin emailed me and told me everything. Michael do this homework you got today. Mr Linchin anything to say.

MR. LINCHIN
Believe in your-self. Dream. Try. Do Good. I hope you take this quote and put it to use. You are now dismissed.

All Exit to left to the door except Josh and Michael.
JOSH BAY
Hey I told you that the 2 months would fly by. Now lets go get the rest of the gang together for the last 2 weeks before we go separate ways.

[ALL TALKING AT ONCE]

MICHAEL WOLF
Okay. Lets Roll.

INT. ALL TALKING - MOMENTS LATER

INT. LAST MEAL TOGETHER AT MCDONALDS - AFTERNOON

MR. BERTUF
Thank you for our good times.

JOSH BAY
Hey, Hey, Hey. Shut up. I have something important to say. This was a truly good 6 years of friendships. But I think its time for us to go our separate ways. You can call me or email me. I hope you understand.

TAYLOR TITCH
Wait. What do you mean Josh.

MR. LINCHIN
I think he means that its time for us to say goodbye. I hope we can still be friends though.

JON DORMAN
No. I don't want you to leave us again Josh. You had abandon us for almost 2 months. I don't think I can believe you any more.

TO BE CONTINUED........

THE END